
Local Covid 19 Mitigation Guidance for CORDOVA
Local Alert Levels  Masks/Face Coverings  Social Distance  Personal Gatherings  Public Gatherings  Restaurants  Businesses  Travel

*
Level 1 Masks and face Covers Vaccinated individuals Vaccinated groups Vaccinated groups OPEN OPEN Unvaccinated are 
Open / Advisory reccomended in may interact without may gather. may gather. Encourage masks Encourage masks asked to social
Minimal Risk public spaces and distancing. Mixed groups Mixed groups and distancing for and distancing. distance for 5 days

during mixed Mixed groups should should limit should limit mixed groups. and test on the 5th
interactions. distance 6 ft. group size. group size. day after arrival.

*
 Level 2 Masks and face 6ft. Distance 6ft. Distance Reccomendation for OPEN OPEN Unvaccinated are 
Watch / Caution covers reccomended should be and masking COVID safe mitigation Encourage masks Encourage masks asked to social 
Low Risk when 6ft distance maintained for reccomended for planning. Social and distancing and distancing. distance for 5 days

can't be maintained mixed groups. mixed groups. distance, masking and for mixed groups. and test on the 5th
from those outside hygiene exceptions. day after arrival.
your household.

*
Level 3 Universal Masking CAUTION CAUTION CAUTION Indoor capacity OPEN Both vaccinated and 
Outbreak Warning of both vaccinated 6ft. Distance Evaluate the When considering should be reduced Encourage masks unvaccinated are 
Moderate Risk and unvaccinated should be maintaned. safety of your the size of indoor to accomadate 6ft. and 6ft. distancing. asked to social 

individuals in public household or bubble gatherings. distance. distance fo 5 days 
spaces or when 6ft and exercise extra Encourage carry out Evaluate COVID safe and test on the 5th
distance can't be COVID safe Outdoor and online or outdoor dining business measures. day after arrival.
maintained. behaviors. gatherings encouraged. for mixed groups.

*
Level 4 Universal Masking CAUTION Hunker Down Gatherings indoors are Curbside pick up, Curside pick up or Testing is strongly
STOP of both vaccinated and 6ft. Distance Visitors are not NOT reccomended. delivery or outdoor delivery options encouraged for all
High Risk unvaccinated should be maintained. reccomended at this Online gatherings dining reccomended. reccomended. travelers.

individuals in public level. encouraged. Traveling is not 
spaces or when encouraged during
6ft distance cant be this time.
maintained indoors
or outdoors.

Definitions : Universal Masking - The masking of all individuals wether they are vaccinated or unvaccinated.
                       Mixed Groups - Gatherings of two or more people with both vaccinated or unvaccinated individuals present.
                       COVID Safe Behaviors - Masking, Social Distancing, Hand Washing, Maintaining a small social bubble, Testing when symptoms are present, Getting Vaccinated.

Travel * Outside of this guidance CDC reccomendations should be followed.
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